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"Makes the fascinating
game of tracing the
origins of our words
accessible to the non-
scholar." — ROBERT MACNEIL,
THE MACNEIL/LEHRER NEWS Hour
An Author of The Barnhart Dictionary

Barnhart
Redefines the
Etymological Dictionary
The Barnhart Dictionary of
Etymology traces the evolution
of 30,000 words basic to contempo-
rary American English, presenting
the development of our language
in terms every reader can under-
stand. Avoiding technical jargon
and technical terminology, BDE
entertains readers with 30,000
words, each with a brief history
and a description of how it came
into use.

A Practical Tool for
Researchers at All Levels
The BDE has a place in all types
of libraries:

- High School Libraries
  Ideal for beginning language
  arts or vocabulary programs, the
  entries of the BDE clearly
  explain the development of
  meaning, spelling, pronunciation,
  and function in English.
- College and University
  Libraries
  For any student of the English
  language, literature, or American
  culture, the BDE consolidates
  information from the standard
  reference works, all in one volume.
- Public Libraries
  The casual reader will find
  the BDE a companion volume
  to the creation of the dictionary
  history, current affairs, or
  popular literature.

Thousands of New
Americanisms Covered
The BDE focuses on the English
language as it is written and spoken
in the United States today, featuring
thousands of terms never before
covered in an etymological dictionary.

Complete
Historical Perspective
in a Single Volume
From Old and Middle English
to new American coinages, the
BDE gives the broadest historical
coverage of English etymology cur-
rently available, with specific dates
pointing to linguistic changes.

And the Barnhart Dictionary
of Etymology to your reference
collection today—and introduce
your patrons, students, and staff to
the story of our language in action.

To Place Your Order,
Call Toll-Free:
1-800-367-6770
If New York state call 1-800-463-8000;
in Canada call collect 212 596 8450

THE
H.W. WILSON
COMPANY
950 University Avenue
Bloomington, New Jersey 08552
(212) 596 8450